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Fuse Alliance Welcomes C/F Data Systems As Newest Service Provider  
 

Laguna Niguel, CA [March 23, 2015] – Fuse Alliance announced that C/F Data Systems, based in 

Weymouth, MA, has joined the organization as the newest network service provider. Fuse 

Alliance is a member-owned organization of professional, commercial flooring contractors 

focused on all segments of the contract market including corporate, healthcare, hospitality and 

retail. C/F Data Systems provides accounting software solutions designed specifically for the 

construction industry.  

 
“Our organization is built on the strength of successful, long-standing businesses such as C/F 

Data Systems,” said Geoff Gordon, executive director of Fuse Alliance. “Partnering with 

companies such as C/F Data Systems is a testament to our commitment to our members and 

their businesses.” 

 

As a Fuse Alliance service provider, C/F Data Systems will offer network members specialized 

quoting, project management, job cost and accounting software solutions, which will help 

business owners gain greater business process efficiencies. Founded in 1979, C/F Data Systems 

is a national leader in developing and providing construction accounting software. C/F Data 

Systems began serving its customers by developing custom programs for various clients, 

ultimately serving specialty subcontractors. Over the past six years, the company’s greatest 

emphasis has been with commercial flooring contractors and now serves nearly one hundred 

commercial flooring contractors across the United States.  

 

“We have been delivering accounting software solutions to the commercial flooring industry for 36 

years,” said Eric Goldstein, president of C/F Data Systems. “This partnership will allow our team 
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to expand our reach and effectively serve the members of the Fuse Alliance network.” 

 
About Fuse Alliance 

Fuse Alliance is a member-owned organization of professional, commercial flooring contractors. 
With more than 70 companies in over 140 locations across the United States and Canada, the 
organization’s member businesses represent approximately $1.2 billion in sales and services. 
Fuse Alliance is made up of a unique network of flooring experts with a combined experience that 
spans across flooring product knowledge, installation expertise, and a keen understanding of 
meeting the environmental requirements of today’s market. Fuse Alliance’s governing body is an 
executive Board of Directors made up of 12 member business owners. Through its member 
network, Fuse Alliance is dedicated to serving the North American market and member 
businesses can be found throughout the United States and Canada. 
 
For more information, please visit: www.fusealliance.com 
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